Pavia
November 22, 2021
Dear all,
As the IN2P3 – CNAO Proposition of collaborative research topics Workshop is fast approaching, I would like to make sure
that you have all the information needed in order to reach us and have a pleasant stay in Pavia.
Depending on your travel itinerary and your transportation, reaching CNAO is easy: our address is Strada Campeggi 53, 27100
Pavia. I have attached to this letter the detailed directions you can find on our website for your convenience.
If you are staying one or more nights in Pavia, your accommodation is at Hotel Rosengarten.
Hotel Rosengarten is located a few minutes from the historic city center. The address is via Lombroso 21 (corner P.le Golgi); the
hotel is in front of S. Matteo Polyclinic. It has single, double and triple rooms with bathroom, telephone, TV, air conditioning and
Wi-Fi. Breakfast is served from 7:30 to 10 and it is not included. Parking is free.
Please note that we have reserved few rooms for your stay - single rooms and double or triple rooms for single use; the allocation
of these will be on a first-come first-served basis (except for those that have been previously contacted, as their stay is longer than
one night).
Fondazione CNAO is within walking distance from the Hotel (less than 1 km). I have attached to this email a map showing the
itinerary (page 3). You can always take a taxi or a bus (line 3) to CNAO.
Please note that a green pass is mandatory to enter CNAO. The green pass is the Italian version of the EU COVID vaccination
certificate. Please bring yours (paper or digital version).
Please be aware that the vaccination certificate is not a travel document. You are responsible to check travel requirements and
access conditions to Italy.
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.

Looking forward to welcoming you at CNAO Best regards,
Chiara Marazzi
CHIARA MARAZZI
Collaboratore Amministrativo Presidenza / Direzione Generale
E. chiara.marazzi@cnao.it M. (+39) 351-7398211
T. (+39) 0382-0781 F. (+39) 0382-0781
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HOW TO REACH US
By train
Pavia railway station is located on the Milan-Genoa line. The journey from Milan Central Station takes an average of 25
minutes. The CNAO Foundation is 10 minutes from Pavia station by city bus (line 3 or 7) or taxi.
For further information: www.trenitalia.it
By air
E. Forlanini - Milan Linate Airport
There is a connection from the Airport to Pavia via the Migliavacca bus service: tel. 0382.525858. This bus service goes to Pavia
Railway station.
Milan Malpensa Airport
There is no direct bus connection to Pavia.
It is possible to get to Milan Central Station via the Malpensa Shuttle and then take the train to Pavia.
By bus
Autoguidovie S.p.A. manages the city public transport services in Pavia.
The direct lines for our center are no. 3 (direction Maugeri/Colombarone) or no. 7 (direction Maugeri/Mondino). The stop is
Taramelli Forlanini (fifth stop from Pavia railway station). The entrance to CNAO is around 300 meters from the bus stop and is
indicated on road signs.
By taxi
The taxi service is available at:
• Piazzale della Stazione - tel. 0382.27439
• Piazza Vittoria - tel. 0382.29190
• Piazzale Golgi - tel. 0382.52628
• Radio Taxi - Tel. 0382.576576
By car
A7 Milan-Genoa Motorway Exit "Pavia Nord - Bereguardo" and follow the signs to “Istituti Universitari".
A21 Turin-Piacenza Motorway Exit "Casteggio-Casatisma", take the SS35 - Statale dei Giovi and follow the signs to "Pavia
centro" and then the signs to "Istituti Universitari".

CAR PARKING
There is a private parking lot inside Fondazione CNAO. Please, if you wish to use it, let us know as soon as possible so that we
have time to arrange the parking for your vehicle.
CNAO accepts no liability for any damage or theft of personal effects from cars while they are in the car park.
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FROM ROSENGARTEN HOTEL TO FONDAZIONE CNAO (WALKING DISTANCE)
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